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Abstract—The creation and control of digital images are sim-
plified by computerized preparing apparatuses that are effective
and generally accessible. As an outcome, we can at this point
don’t take the legitimacy of the pictures. This is particularly
obvious with regards to legitimate photographic proof. With an
ever-increasing computerized crime percentage, the opportunity
has already come and gone. This project depicts how digital legal
procedures for source examination and identification empower
measurable experts to plan a picture under an inquiry to its
source camera, in a visually impaired way, with no apriori
data about the storage and preparing. Even though Photo
Response Non-Uniformity (PRNU) has acquired an incredible
interest in image forensics the extraction of camera fingerprint
with minimum seen content is still a challenging problem. In
our proposed method fingerprint is extracted using a weighted
combination of two types of de-noising filters, weighted nuclear
norm minimization (WNNM) based filter and wavelet filter. A
set of images captured by different mobile cameras at different
locations are used as a dataset. Each image is distinct and
contains different seen details having varying exposures. After
the fingerprint extraction process, the fingerprints are clustered
using spectral clustering based on their origin.

Index Terms—Fingerprint, Weighted nuclear norm minimiza-
tion, Photo response non-uniformity.

I. INTRODUCTION

Digital images are broadly used because of the supply of a
large range of adorable digital cameras with different configu-
rations and functionalities. The crudest way to authenticating
digital images are by its header [4] or the other associated
information. Exchangeable Image File (EXIF) header can
contain information about the image like exposure, date, time,
etc. . . But these pieces of data may be lost and even easily
modified by image processing tools. There emerge the need
of validity of image data. The reliable identification of the
device accustomed to acquiring a picture would especially
prove useful within the court for establishing the origin of
images presented as evidence [10]. The identification method
is going to be presented in step with the type of cues they
explore. When capturing a digital image multi-processing steps
are performed before the storage. Each step is performed in
line with a specific camera brand model. This variation may
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be used to determine the sort of camera from which the image
was obtained.

Different types of artifacts are produced in different stages
of camera life cycle such as camera manufacturing, image
capturing and image processing. These unique traces produced
in the images in different stages exist in the images as noise
which are unique for each camera. The traces can be formed
by de-mosaicing algorithm [12] used in CCD (Charge coupled
devices), JPEG (Joint Photographic expert group) compression
[6] , Chromatic aberrations produced by lenses [13], Sensor
pattern noise produced due to non-uniformity of pixels [2] ,
sensor dust [1], Dark current non-uniformity [4], etc.

Photo response non-uniformity (PRNU) is a widely ac-
cepted camera fingerprint [2]. Jan Lukas [2] introduced PRNU
as reference pattern which is unique for camera model. Camera
sensor which is the main part of image acquisition is made up
of large number of photo detectors. The amount of electrons
generated is proportional to the intensity of incident light.
Due to the non-homegenity in the physical dimension of
detectors the photo response characteristic will also be non-
uniform. This is called Photo response non-uniformity (PRNU)
[4].This is a manufacturing defect present in sensors and
is present in all types of CCD (Charge coupled devices)
and CMOS (metal oxide semiconductors) sensors. The blind
camera source clustering help us to separate image sources.
[3] used row sparsity optimization to suppress the negative
effect of outliers produced by Photo Response Non-Uniformity
(PRNU).

To identify the source of the image PRNU can be extracted
from the image. We can see a lot of papers [15] have worked
on this defect to identify camera source. [16] proposed a
method to identify source of different videos originated from
the same camera after being transmitted by whatsapp in
specific. But that method failed to identify the source when dif-
ferent videos originated from same camera. Even though many
approaches have done on PRNU and it is widely accepted as
finger print of digital camera the extraction of which is still
a challenging problem. Numerous de-noising filters [17] has
been used for PRNU extraction. A simple algorithm based
on low rank matrix approximation [11] exploiting non-local
redundancy is used for image de-noising.

There are two types of problems arising. The first question



is whether the image under consideration is captured using the
camera under question or not. The second question is which
images are originated from the same camera device. That is
we have to cluster the given images on the basis of their origin
without any prior information about the images and the camera
device which is used for image acquisition. We can call these
types of problem as BCSC ( Blind Camera Source Clustering).

II. IMAGING SENSOR MODELING

In camera source identification method we have an assump-
tion that all all camera sensors are distinct in their photo
response. based on this fact we can say that an image is
combination of noise content and original image content. In
that sense camera sensor out put is a combination of PRNU
noise, ideal image content and other noises. The linearized
sensor model [4] can be represented as in (1).

E = E(0) + E(0)P+Q (1)

Where E is the sensor output E(0) is the ideal sensor output,
E(0)P is the PRNU and finally Q is the sum of all other
noises present in the image. our aim is to extract the PRNU
which is unique ,non-temporal and random from the image
with reduced influence of other constituents.

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

In the proposed work we are using weighted combination
of sensor noise obtained using wavelet based de-noising filter
and weighted nuclear norm minimization (WNNM) based de-
noising filter . Camera PRNU is the noise residual (2). Here I
represent the image and F(I) represent the de-noised image.

r = (I − F(I)) (2)

A. PRNU Extraction Using Wavelet Filter

Our implementation of the wavelet based de-noising filter is
experimented on the work proposed in [1]. The high-frequency
wavelet coefficients of the noisy image are modeled as an
additive mixture of a locally stationary i.i.d. signal with zero
mean (the noise-free image) and a stationary white Gaussian
noise N(0, σ2). The de-noising filter is constructed in two
stages. within the first stage, we estimate the local image
variance, while within the second stage, the local Wiener filter
is employed to get an estimate of the de-noised image in the
wavelet domain. From the de-noised image and the original
noisy image we obtain the PRNU noise. The steps for finding
the denoised image is as follows.
• Using 8-tap Daubachies quadrature mirror filter bank

(QMF) calculate the fourth-level wavelet decomposition
[2] of the noisy image. The procedure for only the
high frequency band only for one fixed level is depicted
here.h(i,j), v(i,j) and d(i,j) denote the horizontal, vertical
and diagonal sub bands. Where (i,j)εJ. J is the index set
depends on level of decomposition.

• Using the MAP (maximum a posteriori probability) esti-
mation, measure the local variance of the original noise-
free image. This is done for all sub band for 4 sizes of a
square W×W neighborhood N, for W∈ 3, 5, 7, 9

σ2
W (i, j) = max

0,
1

W 2

∑
(i,j)∈N

h2(i, j)− σ2
0

 (i, j) ∈ J

(3)
• The final estimate si the minimum of the four.

σ2(i, j) = min
(
σ2
3(i, j), σ2

5(i, j), σ2
7(i, j), σ2

9(i, j)
)
(4)

• Wiener filter is used for obtaining de-noised wavelet
coefficients.

hden(i, j) = h(i, j)
σ2(i, j)

σ2(i, j) + σ2
0

(5)

This is repeated for vertical, horizontal and diagonal sub
bands.

• Above three steps are repeated for all the four levels
and each color channel. By taking the inverse of wavelet
transform the de-noised image is obtained.

The estimated fingerprint is a combination of two compo-
nents: the reference pattern (RP) and the linear pattern (LP).
Where a linear pattern is common to cameras that come under
the same model but the reference pattern is unique for each
camera. A reference pattern is a combination of all types
of noises formed by different artifacts introduced by Jpeg
compression, Color filter array interpolation (CFA), Sensor
noise, etc Two steps in noise residual filtering are necessary
inorder to remove inherently embedded signals common to
cameras of the same model. This is done using zero-mean
operator [2] which maps any member of the image I into
zero vector in a de-noised image. The second step realized by
Wiener filtering substantially removes JPEG and other periodic
artifacts by suppressing peaks in the Fourier domain.

B. PRNU extraction Using WNNM

This method is an expansion of image de-noising using
nuclear norm minimization technique. [10]It is shown that
low rank matrices are easily recovered. Therefor using soft
thresholding [10] in The noisy image can be converted into
a low rank matrix(4). This thresholding (4) shrinks larger
singular values less and smaller singular values more because
weights are inversely proportional to singular values. Since the
singular values represent the energy of the major components
this non-uniform weighting (4) will enhance the de-noising.

Sw(Σ)ii = Max(Σii − w, 0) (6)

There are three combinations of an order of the weights and
de-noising approach. For a noisy image, singular values are in
non-ascending order hence weights are in non-descending or-
der. Because of the non-descending nature of weights WNNM
method can bring about a deliberate settled point through
iterative regularization [9]

Let y=x+r represent noisy image patch where x is the de-
noised patch and r represent additive Gaussian noise with
zero mean and variance σ2

n. our aim is to estimate de-noised
patch x from noisy patch y. First create similar patch groups



Fig. 1. a)Image captured using iphone6 b) PRNU noise

Fig. 2. a)Image captured using GioneeS55 b) PRNU noise

Fig. 3. a)Image captured using Huawei-RY6b) PRNU noise

Fig. 4. Images captured using different mobile cameras and their correspond-
ing PRNU extracted using wavelet filter based method

using k-means [18] clustering technique. Now find the weight
corresponding singular values.

Wi = c
√
n/σi(Xj) + ε (7)

σi(Xj) is the ith singular value of jth de-noised patch where
c = 0.01, ε = 2.5 and n is the number of similar patches in
Yj

Since initially the singular values are unknown the initial
σi(Xj) can be estimated using following equation [?]

σ̂i(Xj) =
√
max(σ2

i (Yj)− nσ2
n, 0) (8)

Algorithm for WNNM de-noising

Input: Noisy image
1: Initialize : x̂(0)=y, ŷ(0)=y
2: for k=1:K do
3: Iterative regularization ŷ(k)=x̂(k−1) + δ(y − ŷ(k−1))
4: for each patch yj in y(k) do
5: Find similar patch group Yj
6: estimate weight vector w
7: Singular value decomposition [U,Σ,V]=SVD(Yj)
8: Get the estimation X̂j = USwV

T

9: end for
10: Aggregate Xj to form the clean image x̂k

end for Clean image x̂(k)

Fig. 5. a)Image captured using iphone6 b) PRNU noise

Fig. 6. a)Image captured using GioneeS55 b) PRNU noise

Fig. 7. a)Image captured using Huawei-RY6 b) PRNU noise

Fig. 8. Images captured using different mobile cameras and their correspond-
ing PRNU extracted using WNNM method

IV. SPECTRAL CLUSTERING

Spectral clustering is the source identification method. Clus-
tering is a method of partitioning a pool of data [8] into



distinctive clusters using similarity. spectral clustering method
will cluster a set of distinct images from unknown sources into
different clusters that is source clustering. In terms efficiency
and speed spectral clustering [19] outperforms other clustering
methods [18]. [19] make use of spectrum of similarity matrix.
This approach reperesent each data point as vertex and edge
is used to denote the similarity between the data points. In
this manner spectral clustering treat the whole data set as a
unified graph. Different similarity measures [19] can be used
to determine the similarity between data points. The technique
involves representing the data in a low dimension. In the low
dimension, clusters in the data are more widely separated,
enabling us to use algorithms such as k-means clustering.

V. RESULTS

We have tested 483 images from 18 different cameras which
include cameras from same model and different model. Theere
is no noticable variation in clustering accuracy for images
from same camera model when compared to images from
different camera model. When experiment is conducted using
only the wavelet based de-noising method the accuracy was
58%. The accuracy was 67.82% when experimented using
WNNM method. When the fingerprints from wavelet based de-
noising and WNNM based denoising are combined clustering
accuracy is increased to 76.4706%.

TABLE I
PERFORMANCE TABLE

dataset Evaluation Measures
Accuracy Cluster Purity Miss classification rate

dataset1 76.89 0.789 16.98
dataset2 76.4706 0.7647 17.3913
dataset3 73.53 0.74.51 26.7361
a

VI. CONCLUSION

We have investigated the problem of source identification in
a unsupervised manner. We used a combination of de-noising
filters to extract the features for improving the data content.
By varying the contribution of filters by using weight the
best result was obtained when given equal weightage. Spectral
clustering frame is used along with feature extraction to solve
the problem. The accuracy of the combination of features is
more when compared with individual features.
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